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Objectives

� Learn about emotional literacy, different power level of feelings, and 
how to use identified tools to create a calmer emotional state.

� Explore emotional literacy and learn how different emotions are related 
to one another.

� Learn about “should” statements and strategies to manage self-criticism.

� Learn about stress relief tools to use during challenging times.
� Learn how to identify and care for your emotions.



Emotional Literacy

�EMOTIONAL LITERACY-the ability to identify, understand, 
and mange more complex emotional states.

�Emotional literacy requires an understanding that many 
feelings in the same "family" can exist at one time and 
move very quickly through different levels of intensity as 
you continue to experience more inputs and emotional 
triggers.



Emotional Literacy Continued

�We MUST be able to know how to GRADUALLY work 
through different feelings to get to a more desired state 
of being. These feelings can often seem like "being 
mad" and often share characteristics of it. However, 
these states can vary, with different levels of power, and 
require different tools to manage them and ways of 
understanding how they work.



The Anger Family! 
Self Help Guide-

PDF’s will be provided at end of 
power point for you to print and 

use self help guide at home.
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How To Use This Guide

1.Identify the feeling by observing the triggers of the feeling 
and its associated physical signs (movement, body 
language, language, physical behaviors, etc.) and their 
intensities.

2.Identify the power level of the feeling.
3.Identify which level of coping tools you need to use by 

comparing the identified feeling and its intensity with the 
coping tools list.



How to Use This Guide Continued

4.Use the identified tools at each level as 
you GRADUALLY work your way down to the lowest 
power level and a calmer emotional/energy state.

5.Process the incident with your child when you are both 
calm and able to engage each other without ramping 
back up.



Helpful Hints for Using Tool

�Be sure to specifically name the feeling, its power 
level, and the associated skills you used.

�Be sure to point out how feelings change and that 
no feeling stays around forever no matter how 
intense.

�Reinforce the use of the coping tools and validate 
your child's effort to help build confidence



Emotions Poster

�Explore Emotions & Emotional Energy
The Emotions Poster Hand Out will be 

provided at end of power point for you to 
print and use self help guide at home.



What is a “Should” Statement?

�"Should” statements happens quite often when we 
have acted in a manner that we later evaluate as 
being wrong or somehow negative. This is 
behaviors that we would not normally do when 
calm and rational for that matter, we may see 
negative behavior as saying something negative 
about ourselves as a human.



“Should” Statements Continued

� ”Should” statements occurs the most when we are under 
great deals of stress and experiencing feelings of not being in 
control.  

�When we experience these internal states, we are at a much 
higher risk to act impulsively as a result of being so 
emotionally on-edge.

� Parents need to be aware of how they talk with their children 
about their negative behavior by avoiding "should" when 
reprimanding or using experiences as teachable moments.



“Should” Statement Suggestions

�Practice Self-Forgiveness
�Practice Acceptance
�Validate your Feelings
�You are NOT YOUR BEHAVIOR!



“Should” Statements Continued

�Watch Out for ”Should" and Values Statements
�Thank the “Shoulding” Incident
�Find the Positive
�”Should” Happens
�“Should Replacement Therapy"



Stress Relief Activities: Bubble Wrap

�Slow-Pops
�Bubble Creator
�Bubble Pack Sandwich
�Destructor
�Pass the Squeeze
�Rolling Pops
�Traditional-

PLEASE NOTE- Unless stated, use rectangular/square shaped bubble packing 
packets and not traditional bubble wrap.



Stress Relief: Emotional Gardens

�Growing an emotions garden is designed to be a 
nurturing and supportive activity that uses plants to 
express our feelings.

�Our goal is to help create conscious awareness of 
ourselves!

�Types of Plants for Garden:
Colorful, Indoors, Cool Colors, Warm Colors



Stress Relief: Music 

�Music can be tremendously helpful during very 
stressful times 

�Music has the ability to be really helpful as means 
of expression for people with developmental 
diagnoses.

�Playlist of songs that have personal meaning and 
provide inspiration are excellent morale boosters.





PDF Handouts

�Bubble Wrap: Stress Relief Activity

�Emotions Handout

�Emotions Garden: Stress Relief Activity

�“Should” Statements

�The Anger Family! Self-Help Guide

https://pcr-inc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Bubble-Wrap-Stress-Relief.pdf
https://pcr-inc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Emotions-Poster-Handout-.pdf
https://pcr-inc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Emotions-Garden.pdf
https://pcr-inc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Should-Statements.pdf
https://pcr-inc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The-Anger-Family.pdf


Thank you for 
coming!

Contact: 

Jonathan Rhoads, LCSW-C
JMR Counseling
jmr@jmrlcswc.com
301.639.4036


